Reduction of complement activation during bypass by prime manipulation.
Complement activation is believed to be of importance in the development of complications arising after cardiopulmonary bypass. The effect on complement activation of priming the extracorporeal circuit with crystalloid alone, crystalloid plus albumin, or crystalloid plus the plasma expander polygeline was assessed in 36 patients undergoing coronary artery operations with cardiopulmonary bypass using a bubble oxygenator. Activation of the alternative and common complement pathways was monitored before, during, and after the bypass period by measuring concentrations of factor B and its fragment Ba and C3 and its fragment C3d. Complement activation occurred in all three groups of patients, with no difference between the crystalloid and crystalloid-albumin groups. In contrast, Ba fragment concentrations were persistently and significantly lower during and after bypass in the polygeline group, denoting reduced complement activation. C3d levels also showed a tendency to be lower in this group. Our results indicate that addition of polygeline to the priming solution reduces complement activation. Because complement activation is associated with morbidity after cardiopulmonary bypass, addition of polygeline to the priming solution may offer an inexpensive method of reducing morbidity after cardiopulmonary bypass.